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Rationale 

This question was chosen as it is of particular relevance to my own practice as I have some 
pupils in my class that can struggle to motivate themselves to complete their work. They say 
they feel like they “can’t do it” or they put less effort into their work as they believe it will 
never be as good as others in the class. Dweck (2016) argues that effort-based praise allows 
for pupils to develop what she terms a ‘growth mind-set’, pupils see their learning as a 
process, not based solely on their intrinsic intelligence. Weaver et al (2004) states effort-
based praise leads to the formation of learning goals as opposed to performance goals. This 
therefore lessens pupil’s anxiety when faced with a problem or failure that may negatively 
impact their performance. By using effort-based praise pupils become more confident when 
faced with difficulty which in turn reflects positively on their motivation to work and the 
quality of their work.  

Aims 

This enquiry will focus on two key aims. The first will be to analyse what happens to pupil’s 
effort in their work when they are consistently praised for the effort they put into their 
learning. The second will be to examine how pupils personally felt being praised for their 
effort and whether they saw a change in their work 

Methodology 

This enquiry was conducted over a series of four weeks and involved 25 mixed ability 
primary 5 pupils. Throughout the course of the four-week enquiry pupils were routinely 
praised orally and through written feedback about how much effort they had put into 
improving their learning. Evidence was collected from three routinely occurring tasks and 
one special task. The three routinely occurring were: teacher observation, marking of jotters 
and exit slips. Teacher observation was noted in a journal after each day, jotter marking was 
focussed on their daily writing and maths jotters and exit slips after literacy and maths 
lessons. The one task off was a pupil questionnaire asking the pupils to write about how they 
felt being praised and if they had seen a difference in their work. The questionnaire consisted 
of open ended questions to truly evaluate the pupil’s experience. The four questions were: 

1. What do you think you get praised for? 

2. What would you like to get praised for? 

3. How does receiving praise make you feel? 

4. Do you see a difference in your work when you are praised? 

The questionnaire was given at the end of the enquiry in order to gather pupil feedback on 
praise and also to gauge whether they had truly understood that they were being praised for 
effort and the process of their learning. 

Findings 

The findings of this enquiry indicate that there was a positive effect on pupil’s work when 
praise for effort was introduced. Through pupil observation and jotter feedback there was an 



increase in the effort put into their work both in terms of presentation and motivation to 
complete their tasks to a high standard. This was particularly evident in relation to their 
written maths work where the quality of the work and effort put into it increased noticeably. 
In terms of the literacy work, there was a slight increase in some pupil’s effort which could 
be observed in their written literacy tasks however, for the majority of the pupils their effort 
in literacy stayed consistent over the course of the enquiry. Furthermore, pupils responded 
better when the praise was both oral and immediate. This method worked especially well 
with some of the pupils that struggled to motivate themselves to complete their work.  

Pupils all had a good grasp of what they were being praised for and when questioned 67% of 
the 21 pupils who undertook the questionnaire understood that they were praised the effort 
they expended completing tasks not only outcome of the task itself, as evidenced by figure 1. 
Interestingly, 14% of pupils found that they were praised based on certain qualities they had 
shown in class, such as, kindness, honesty and being respectful. These results can be viewed 
as a reflection of the current class targets which include promoting kindness and respect for 
each other. 

  

 

 
Figure 1 

Pupils also commented that they found themselves feeling a lot more confident in their work 
as they were not worrying so much to “get everything right”. This in turn prompted the pupils 
to be more independent in their work as well. 

Furthermore, as figure 2 show 18 out of 21 pupils found that there was a difference in the 
quality of their work when they were routinely praised for the effort that they put in to it.  



 
Figure 2 

In terms of how they felt about receiving praise, all pupils commented that it made them feel 
“very happy”, “respected”, “like I’ve done well”, these sentiments were also reflected in day 
to day conservations with the pupils about their work as seen in appendix 1.  

Conclusions 

Over the course of this short enquiry the results show that praising pupils for effort certainly 
had positively impact pupil’s effort in their work as evidenced through teacher observation 
and through class feedback. Pupils who had initially struggled with being confident in their 
work became more self-reliant and motivated to work as they were more comfortable with 
their ability to cope when challenged. Furthermore, it helped to create a more positive attitude 
towards work in class with several pupils citing that the enjoyed being praised as it made 
them feel like they had done well. 

However, it must be noted that there was less of a positive result with the pupil’s literacy 
work in comparison to their maths works. This may be attributed to their literacy work 
involving more substantial written tasks in comparison to their maths. Furthermore, rotational 
groups are involved in literacy meaning there is less immediate oral praise given in 
comparison to maths. This gap may, however, may have lessened if the enquiry was 
conducted over a longer period of time. 

Implications for Future Practice 

The Growth Mindset approach advocated by Carol Dweck, of which effort-based praise is an 
integral part, will be something that I will continue to implement in class. I found that using 
praise for effort helped to motivate and encourage pupils to take pride in their work and the 
process of their improvement. I will this continue to praise pupils for the effort that they 
display in class whilst as Dweck (2016) argues being sure to ensure that pupils are still 
progressing   
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Appendix 1 

Recorded pupil comments from observations: 

“I feel really happy when I get praised for my work!” Pupil A 

“When you praise me for my effort I feel like I have done well!” Pupil B 

“I like it when you praise my effort, it feels like you are respecting my work.” Pupil C 

“I like being praised for my effort it makes me feel like I’m working hard.” Pupil D 

“It makes me feel super happy!” Pupil E 

“I feel like I work harder when I am praised more.” Pupil F 

“I’m not as worried about getting everything right now!” Pupil G 

“I like hearing you praise my effort.” Pupil H 

 

 

 


